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Mission
Harnessing the power of blockchain 

technology, Black Rhino aims to bridge 

the gap between the world of blockchain 

and endangered species conservation.

 

The Black Rhino ecosystem has three 

main components: A blockchain based 

fundraising platform, an NFT platform, 

and a native cryptocurrency token.



Problem

Access

Currently, no easy way exists for everyday 

cryptocurrency users to support endangered 

species conservation.

Sustainability

Endangered species conservation efforts 

require a long-term sustainable solution to 

help efforts around the world.

Pandemic

The global Coronavirus Pandemic drastically 

reduced funding and revenue streams for 

endangered species conservation projects. 
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Solution

Access

Empower users to support conservation 

organizations, while giving organizations 

access to cryptocurrency + NFT markets.

Sustainability

Create a sustainable long-term solution, built 

on a secure network, utilizing opportunities in 

blockchain such as tokens, NFTs + more.

Integration

Seamlessly integrate new solutions with Black 

Rhino's in-house platforms for endangered 

species conservation organizations.
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As human populations continue to grow, so does the number of 

endangered species; leading to habitat loss + increased poaching.

Controversial "models" like trophy hunting are not sustainable solutions 

for funding conservation efforts + local communities.

Now more than ever, due to the global pandemic, conservation efforts 

around the world seek alternative streams of funding.

Many are aware of the growing opportunities in the cryptocurrency 

market and want to get involved, but lack proper resources.

With an estimated $2 Trillion circulating in cryptocurrency markets, 

now is the time to invest in opportunities in blockchain which can help 

support non-pro�t conservation organizations + incentivize local 

communities to maintain natural ecosystems, before it's too late.

The Why?
There is a better way.

*References: Link #1, Link #2, Link #3

https://www.ox.ac.uk/news-and-events/find-an-expert/dr-amy-dickman
https://theconversation.com/trophy-hunting-can-it-really-be-justified-by-conservation-benefits-121921
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-08-15/crypto-market-retakes-2-trillion-market-cap-amid-bitcoin-gains


"...A new model of conservation must be implemented. One 

where the international community plays a far more active 

role in funding the costs of conservation. We cannot expect 

the poorest people in the world to maintain something that 

largely is valued by the richest people in the world."

 — Dr. Amy Dickman,  Oxford University



Empowering users to support endangered species conservation 

through the launch of a native cryptocurrency token.

Fundraise + donate with Black Rhino to earn rewards through the 

Black Rhino Rewards protocol.

Holders are eligable to vote on monthly causes to support and get 

exclusive access to NFTs, experiences, rewards + more.

Black Rhino Token
Money does more.



For every transaction using $BRT,   

a 5% total tax is applied, to be 

allocated in different ways 

accordingly.

Breakdown

From every transaction, 1% will be 

allocated for donations to our 

partner organizations monthly, 

voted on by holders.

From every transaction, 2% will be 

allocated to a Rewards Fund to be 

redistributed amongst holders of 

$BRT + donors.

From every transaction, 2% will be 

locked in a secure liquidity fund 

to ensure that $BRT will remain 

liquid, tradeable + exchangable. 

5% Total Tax 1% For Donations 2% For Liquidity 2% For Rewards
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How it works



Marketing

Reserve

Team

Pre-SaleIDO

Advisors

Community
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$BRT Total Token Supply: 1 Bn

Legend
Pre-Sale = 20% 

100% locked until Pre-Sale

IDO = 40% 

Liquidity/Staking Through DEX

Advisors = 5% 

50% Locked For 4 Months, Equal 10% Released Per Month

Reserve + Liquidity = 5%

100% Locked For 6 Months

Team + Developers = 10%

25% Locked For 2 Months, Equal 10% Released Per Month

Marketing +   Operations = 10%

100% Unlocked At Launch For Marketing Campaigns

Community + Rewards = 10%

100% Unlocked At Launch For Community Rewards 

Initial Token Distribution Model*

*Still under construction



NFTs released in collaboration with endangered species 

conservation organizations, parks, sanctuaries + more.

Proceeds go directly to our partners, supporting endangered 

species conservation efforts around the world.

Purchasers are able to collect exclusive + of�cial photographs, 

videos, graphics, artwork + more.

Black Rhino NFTs
NFTs do more.



Black Rhino NFTs

Collect

 

Support

Directly support endangered species 

conservation by collecting of�cial NFTs from 

international conservation organizations.
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NFT collections featuring exclusive 

photographs, videos, graphics, artwork

+ more from around the world.

Experience

Engage in conservation work around the world 

with real-life perks, exclusive offers + unique 

opportunities to make an impact.



NFTs: How it Works*
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Funds are sent directly 

to our collaborative 

partner organizations

Works are curated + 

selected to be part of 

NFT collections

NFT owners can re-sell 

or auction NFTs, but 

must pay royalties

Collections are minted 

+ certi�ed on the 

blockchain

Limited editions of the 

collection are made 

available for purchase

Buyers purchase + 

claim ownership of the 

newly purchased NFTs

*Still under construction



In collaboration with non-pro�t conservation organizations, 

featuring works of real life endangered animals eligible for 

adoption support. Collectors are able to purchase works + 

adopt an endangered animal in need of support. Building a 

collection, while supporting a conservation organization. 

The Power Of NFTs
How can NFTs help change the world?

Black Rhino NFTs Black Rhino 'Adoption' NFTs

NFT works released in collaboration with conservation 

efforts from around the world. Featuring exclusive curated 

collections of rare photographs, original artwork + more 

with proceeds from each purchase going directly towards 

Black Rhino partner conservation organizations.



NFTs offer an abundance of new opportunities in endangered species 
conservation for organizations, sanctuaries, parks conservancies, and more.

From data tracking to animal identi�cation, there are many new incredible 
opportunities that blockchain technology has now made possible.

At Black Rhino, we are currently exploring new ways to best utilize this 
technology for endangered species conservation around the world.

Future plans include an NFT platform, database, marketplace + more!

The Future of NFTs

Tracking

Accessibility

Data

Veri�cation

Impact

How can NFTs help endangered species conservation.



All-in-one portal solution to enable donations with cryptocurrencies 

to support non-pro�t conservation efforts around the world.

Improved end-to-end experience for users, and non-pro�t 

organizations, simplifying the donation + fundraising process.

Earn rewards for every donation or transaction made through the 

online Black Rhino platform.

Black Rhino Portals
Crypto does more.



Black Rhino Platform

Donate

 

Fundraise

Directly support endangered species 

conservation by fundrasing with Black Rhino 

for a cause you wish to support.
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Donate using cryptocurrencies - Reduced 

fees, faster processing time + rewards for 

every donation made with Black Rhino.

Share

Easily share + incentivize others to 

participate in a cause easily with semlessly 

integrated sharing capbailities.



Black Rhino allows for individuals 

to donate + fundraise to non-

pro�t organizations using 

cryptocurrencies.

Breakdown

Through a simple automated process, 

individuals are able to use a platform 

which will facilitate donations + 

fundraising using cryptocurrencies. 

Users are incentivized to donate + 

spend through the Black Rhino 

platform to earn rewards for each 

individual donation.

Black Rhino Portals reduce 

processing fees, ensuring 

organizations receive more of the 

intended donations + purchases. 

Transactions Process Benefits Rewards
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How it works



An NFT marketplace that supports 
endangered species conservation.

User PlatformNFT Marketplace

Looking Towards The Future
Building the future of the Black Rhino ecosystem.

An in-house platform for users to 
build & display NFT collections.

A place for users to fundraise for 
causes close to their hearts.

Black Rhino PortalsFundraising Platform

A simple end-to-end solution for 
donations utilizing cryptocurrency. 



Black Rhino Roadmap Visual roadmap for strategic and long-range 
planning, goals + milestones.

Website Launch

Q3 2021 Q4 2021 Q1 2022 Q2 2022

Social Media Launch $BRT Launch

Initial Partnership Announcements

NFT MigrationNFT Collections Launch

Smart Contract Audit

Black Rhino Portals Launch

Whitepaper Release

Additional Partnership AnnouncementsRewards Protocol Launch

 NFT Marketplace Launch

Exchange Listings

Launch Weekly Online Community Events

NFT Experience Auctions

Foundation Launch

NFT Announcements



Team

Tyler TodorKaloyan NikBrandon

Founder

NFTs + Conservation

AnneYoanna

Founder

Dev + Partnerships

Founder

NFTs + Marketing

Founder

Tech + Development

Artist

NFTs + Creative

Artist

NFTs + Creative

Founder

Tech + Development



Black Rhino

Thank you!
: @blackrhinointl

General Contact: kgeorgiev@blackrhino.life
Partnerships: brandon@blackrhino.life

Conservation: tylerburst@blackrhino.life


